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Summary (As of 1300 Hrs UTC)
As of 14 April, Ukrainian ports remain
closed.
A number of Ukrainian sources claimed
on Thursday 14 April that the nation’s
armed forces have hit the Russian
cruiser MOSKVA in a guided-missile
attack in the Black Sea. Governor of
Odessa Maksym Marchenko disclosed
that “it has been confirmed that the
missile cruiser MOSKVA today went
exactly where it was sent by our border
guards on Snake Island!” referring to
the cruiser’s involvement in an attack
on a Ukrainian border post, adding that
“Neptune missiles guarding the Black
Sea caused very serious damage to the
Russian ship.” The incident occurred
on 13 April. Separately, Oleksiy
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Arestovych, Ukrainian presidential
spokesman, claimed that there was a fire aboard the MOSKVA and that other Russian vessels were attempting to
assist it. Open-source satellite imagery has so far not confirmed the claims as weather has been poor in the area,
with heavy clouds, rain and winds of about 18 knots. MOSKVA was last observed departing Sevastopol on 10 April.
As of Thursday afternoon, Russia’s military is claiming that the MOSKVA is still afloat, with Ukrainian military claims
indicating that the Russian flagship has started sinking. A statement released by Russia’s defence ministry disclosed
that “the fire on the cruiser MOSKVA is under control. There are no flames visible. Ammunition supplies are no longer
exploding,” adding that “the cruiser MOSKVA is still afloat. The main missile armour has not been damaged.” The
statement went on to say that “the crew of the cruiser were evacuated to Black Sea Fleet vessels nearby. Measures
are being taken to tow the cruiser into port,” adding that “the causes of the fire are currently being established.”
Meanwhile the Ukrainian southern military command, in a post on its Facebook page, has said that the vessel
suffered significant damage and a fire started after the strike, adding that Russian rescue ships were then hampered
by ammunition exploding on board as well as bad weather that “overturned the cruiser and it began to sink.”
The strike is likely to be the most audacious yet to be claimed by Ukraine’s coastal defence force. A previous
Ukrainian strike at the port of Berdyansk damaged one Russian tank landing ship and sank another, resulting in an
apparent loss of a shipment of munitions. MOSKVA however is a different warship - the vessel is the flagship of the
Black Sea Fleet, a Slava-class guided missile cruiser. Confirmation of the strike would also suggest that Ukraine’s antiship missile inventory is capable of penetrating heavy air defences. Amongst Russia’s Soviet-era vessels, MOSKVA is
the hardest of targets. It possesses three fire-control radars, two search radars, two heavy anti-aircraft cannons, six
30mm CIWS cannons, 20 short-range surface-to-air missiles and 64 long-range air defence missiles.
Damage to the vessel will not only materially impact Russia’s naval capabilities, but it will also affect Russian morale.
It will likely be a boost in morale for Ukraine.

Advisory
MS Risk continues to advise any vessels currently within Ukrainian Ports to leave immediately, if it is deemed safe to
do so. Vessels should ensure that they are broadcasting on AIS and clearly state their intentions across VHF. In the
event that any vessel is challenged by Russian military vessels, they are advised to comply fully with instructions. MS
Risk further advises all commercial operators at this time to avoid any transit or operation within the EEZ of Ukraine
or Russia, notably in the vicinity of the Crimean Peninsula within the Black Sea.
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About MS Risk
MS Risk is a privately-owned company domiciled in the Isle of Man. It is underwritten by a syndicate of Lloyd’s of
London for special risks case management in all jurisdictions. It also acts as retained advisors to syndicates in the
Lloyd’s of London specialty risk insurance markets: kidnap for ransom, extortion, hijack, illegal detention, illegal war
tax, malicious product tamper, terrorism, political and war risk.
MS Risk is always mindful and compliant to legislation and guidelines on the use of private security services including,
but not limited to the US FCPA (1977), UK Bribery Act (2010), Canadian Bill C-48 (2007), ASX 8 Corporate Governance
Principles, and the World Bank/IFC Voluntary Principles on the Use of Government and Private Security Forces. MS
Risk is a signatory of the Swiss government’s International Code of Conduct. It is transparent and compliant to market
expectations on legal and ethical conduct in the performance of services.
MS Risk has a dedicated team of researchers, a 24/7 hotline service, and a pool of trained and experienced consultants
to support client needs.
MS Risk supports clients in a variety of business sectors with the following services:

SECURITY CONSULTING
• Risk assessments and intelligence reporting
• Planning and management
• Due diligence and investigations

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
• Interim security
• Training
• Special assignments

CRISIS RESPONSE
• Crisis management
• Business continuity management
• Hostile operations support to commercial interests

VIRTUAL SECURITY DIRECTOR SERVICE
• For clients lacking a full-time security executive
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